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ABSTRACT: Accelerated aging tests are the conventional way to evaluate long-term degradation of polymers, in particular for offshore

flexible risers. In this article, a multiscale model has been developed combining diffusion, chemical kinetic reactions, structure–prop-

erty relationships, and composite models to provide faster and less labor extensive property predictions. A general methodology is

presented and applied to predict the density and crystallinity evolution. Results are compared with experimental ageing of polyamide

11 in deoxygenated water at 120 8C. For both density and degree of crystallinity the modeled trend is close to the experimental test

results. Accurate prediction of the morphological parameters during degradation allows extension of the multiscale model for the pre-

diction of mechanical properties. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2015, 132, 42630.
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INTRODUCTION

Polymeric materials find many applications in the offshore oil

and gas industry with special emphasis on sealing and piping ele-

ments. In both cases unexpected failure can lead to significant

economic and environmental hazards, which makes the under-

standing of long-term degradation mechanisms of key impor-

tance.1 Absorption and diffusion of fluids, as well as the chemical

reactions they can promote, are already well understood; never-

theless, the link between molecular effects and macroscopic mate-

rial properties is still largely missing. Therefore, long term

performance under chemical and mechanical factors is evaluated

totally by long-term testing in the expected environment (typi-

cally a month to a year) and statistical extrapolation of the results

to lifetimes of 20–50 years without understanding of science

behind degradation phenomena.2 This approach can serve indus-

try pretty well under the assumption, that all degradation modes

occurring in the material have been exposed in full prominence

during test time. However, reality is often different and actual

failure may happen long before (or after) the expected one.3

Accelerated tests are often performed, but they require increased

temperature and as such cannot be used for materials with a low

melting point. Moreover both regular and accelerated tests are

valid only for materials of a certain morphology exposed to a cer-

tain environment. Without understanding how each factor (and

their interplay) affects global properties extrapolation of results

to different cases is difficult. Very often even trace elements in an

environment or slight differences in polymer microstructure can

lead to significant changes in degradation over time.4 Summariz-

ing, currently used empirical–statistical approaches for predicting

long term environmental degradation not only require very long

testing times but also results, which can be obtained, are often far

from being accurate.2 Therefore, faster and more reliable evalua-

tion methods are needed. The bottom-up multiscale approach is

proposed here as a good way to address this problem. It is

divided into four fundamental stages:

� Evaluation of the environmental agents (water, oxygen, acids,

etc.) concentration profile in the polymer with time,

� Effect of chemical action of the environmental agent on the

polymer molecular properties with time,

� Microstructure–property relationship yielding local mechani-

cal properties of the polymer,

� Combining the local properties into global material properties.

This article as Part 2 of a series describes the details of the

model and compares predictions against the morphology data:

density and crystallinity. The experiments were shown in Part

1.5 The model can also be expanded further to describe stiffness

and strength. This aspect will be presented in Part 3.6

GENERAL MULTISCALE MODEL FOR DEGRADATION

There are numerous models concerning each separate stage of

the presented method, however a holistic approach combining
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them into a multiscale model has been missing. The aim of this

work is to address this issue by developing a model linking

chemical degradation on the microscale to macroscopic proper-

ties of the material. The approach is described first in general

terms and then more specifically for Polyamide 11.

The general stages outlined here are shown in Figure 1. They

will be applied for a specific case: the hydrolytic degradation of

PA11. Two specific quantities will be addressed in the later parts

of this article:

� Density

� Degree of crystallinity

Moreover the following properties will be considered in the suc-

ceeding paper:6

� Young’s modulus

� Tensile strength

� Embrittlement threshold

� Mechanical equilibrium

The general approach suggested here for polymer properties

prediction consists of four basic stages, as shown in Figure 1

and described in the following paragraphs.

Stage 1: Concentration Profile

The first stage is to calculate the concentration profile of the

environmental agent in the selected material over time. To do

so a certain diffusion model must be chosen and the model’s

constants need to be measured. Typically Fick’s diffusion model

is chosen, but if the shape of the concentration profiles is criti-

cal the validity of the model should be checked.

The concentration profile can be found by exploring literature

resources or by performing tests on thin films. In the simplest

case, diffusion parameters for different substances are treated as

independent factors with possible model adjustment for their

interplay. Basically two types of experiments are used to find

both diffusivity and solubility of the material. In the first one, a

flat plate (or thin film to safe time) is exposed on both sides to

the solute and then the weight uptake as a function of time is

recorded. There, initial rate of weight uptake is a function of

diffusivity and terminal weight uptake is the solubility. In the

other experiment, exposure is only one-sided and the amount

of permeate going through the sample is measured.

Stage 2: Kinetic Model—Molecular Level

In the second stage, the local molecular structural changes with

time are evaluated as a result of a certain concentration of reac-

tive agent. This is a crucial part of the methodology as it pre-

dicts the molecular response in the long-term perspective,

which cannot be encompassed empirically. The most important

property changes addressed in this task are chemical (kinetic)

reactions, swelling, and degree of crystallinity. A result of chem-

ical reactions is typically chain scission resulting in a molecular

weight decrease in the amorphous phase. For semicrystalline

polymers, the molecular weight decrease is often followed by an

increased ratio of crystalline phase, because the low molecular

weight components can crystallize easily.7 The most important

reactions will have to be identified along with at least some

respective rate constants and species concentrations. Then

kinetics of the microstructural change can be expressed in terms

of kinetics of individual reactions. This would often require

solving adequate differential equation system.8 If reactions occur

very quickly time dependence can be skipped and experimental

structural change can be used directly.

Scale Bridging: Stage 2 to Stage 3

Individual models are designed to operate on quantities in cer-

tain scale ranging from subatomic calculation to design of large

engineering structures. Sometimes it is possible to directly use

output parameters from smaller scale model as an input for

larger scale models. Most of the time, however, a scale bridging

procedure is needed to integrate single-scale models and create

larger multiscale model.

In the case of the multiscale model of degradation proposed

here only one scale bridging procedure must be used. The

kinetic model in stage 2 provides molecular weight of the aged

material, while formulas in stage 3 are functions of monomer

topology and glass transition temperature.

Therefore, the dependence of the glass transition temperature

on molecular weight Tg(Mn) should be obtained.) Tg(Mn) can

be found by using the Fox and Flory equation:9,10

Tg ðMnÞ � T1g 20:002715
ðT1g Þ

3

Mn

(1)

where T1g is the hypothetical Tg for infinite molecular mass.

T1g is a material specific parameter and can be obtained by

assuming an initial Tg for a specified Mn and solving the former

equation.

Stage 3: Structure–Property Relationship

Topological Approach. In the third stage, local mechanical

properties are to be evaluated as a result of structural changes

in the polymer. To do so, we will mainly use topological

Figure 1. General scheme showing the stages of multiscale modeling of

polymers. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-

able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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formalism using connectivity indices defined via graph theoreti-

cal concepts as its main descriptors. Topology is simply the pat-

tern of interconnections between atoms in a polymer repeat

unit and connectivity indices contain information on electronic

configuration and coordination number for each one of them.9

Correlating these parameters with experimental data enables to

quantitatively predict polymer properties from given structural

information. It is typically done by expressing fundamental

material properties (volume occupied by the molecule, cohesive

energy, etc.) as a function of topology and combining them

into derived properties (such as density or elastic constants).9 It

has been shown, that all the additive properties can be

expressed in terms of linear combinations of graph theoretical

invariants, which constitutes a theoretical basis for the

method.11 The procedure is supported by many theoretical and

semiempirical interrelations with proven accuracy, for example,

dependence of glass transition temperature on molecular

weight. Extensive databases containing such correlations are

already available and can be expanded for new properties and

polymers by performing experiments or group contribution cal-

culations.9 This procedure has proven its robustness for practi-

cal cases many times.9

The topological approach by Bicerano has been chosen as a model

for structure–property relationship in the amorphous phase.9 The

crystalline phase is considered impenetrable for environmental

agents and thus has constant properties during degradation.

Key Concepts of the Topological Method. Based on the litera-

ture a summary of the key concepts of the topological approach

is given here:9

� Connectivity indices

Connectivity indices describe the topology (connectivity)

of the monomer. They include two categories—primary and

aggregate connectivity indices.

� Primary indices

The simple atomic connectivity index d-describes the

number of non-hydrogen atoms to which a given non

hydrogen atom is bonded

The valence atomic connectivity index dV-gives infor-

mation on details of the electronic configuration of each

non-hydrogen atom:

dV � ZV2NH

Z2ZV21
(2)

where is ZV is a number of valence electrons of an atom,

NH is the number of hydrogen atoms bonded to an atom

and Z is the atomic number of the atom.

Simple and valence bond connectivity indices b are the

product of simple and valence atomic indices respectively

on the vertices (i and j) defining a given bond:

bi j5di � dj and bV
ij 5dV

i � dV
j (3)

� Aggregate indices

Zeroth-order and first-order aggregate connectivity indi-

ces, X0, XV
0 , X1, XV

1 are summations of the reciprocal

square roots of the primary connectivity indices over either

vertices (atoms) or edges (bonds) of the monomer:

X0 �
X

vertices

1ffiffiffi
d
p
� �

(4)

XV
0
�
X

vertices

1ffiffiffi
d
p V

 !
(5)

X1 �
X
edges

1ffiffiffi
b
p
� �

(6)

XV
1
�
X
edges

1ffiffiffi
b
p V

 !
(7)

� Fundamental properties

Fundamental properties are properties in the microscale,

for example, van der Waals volume, cohesive energy, and so

on. They are correlated with aggregate connectivity indices X,

structural parameters (e.g., number of rotational degrees of

freedom), and correction terms N (e.g., number of amide

groups) as descriptors of the polymer repeat unit using an

equation of the general form given below:

Microscale property5 RaXð Þ1ðStructural ParametersÞ
1ðAtomic and Group Correction TermsÞ

(8)

where a is a fit parameter.

A wide range of such combinations with different connec-

tivity indices, structural parameters, correction terms, and fit

parameters was obtained by Bicerano9 and the parameters

giving the best fit to experimental or literature data were cho-

sen to be included in his topological model.

� Derived properties

Derived properties are properties in the macroscale, for

example, density, solubility, modulus. They can be expressed

in terms of combinations of fundamental properties and thus

indirectly relate to the topology of the monomer. Correla-

tions developed by Seitz for mechanical properties are of key

importance.9,12 It is a semiempirical approach in which

experimental data is fitted with equations from thermody-

namic and molecular theories.12

Alternative Methods. A number of alternative approaches may

be used instead of the topological approach or as a supplement.

Examples are the group contribution technique, experiments,

and molecular dynamics. The group contribution technique

provides quantitative structure–property relationships. This

method considers contributions to a certain mechanical or ther-

modynamic property made by all chemical groups (such as

ACH2A or AOH) constituting the polymer repeat unit.13 The

main limitation of this technique is that a polymer property

cannot be predicted if a value of a single group contribution

cannot be estimated, which triggered development of the topo-

logical approach described above.9

Moreover, it is possible to use the experimental method, which

would require preparation of samples with different molecular

weights, densities, and phase ratios followed by mechanical test-

ing. Such an experiment in conjunction with chemical modeling

should allow formulating time dependent property profiles.

Nevertheless, the usefulness of this approach is limited by the

ability to control the microstructure of samples obtained, for
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example, it is difficult to synthesize a set of samples differing in

molecular weight with otherwise identical microstructure. Sam-

ples will always be varying in parameters like density, polydis-

persity, amount of contamination, and so on resulting in

uncertainty regarding the exact effect of each structural feature.

Molecular dynamics is another method. It involves building a poly-

mer structure model on an atomistic scale and performing subse-

quent computer simulations. This method can give interesting

qualitative insights into the workings of polymer materials. How-

ever, due to time limitation and scale bridging issues, it should be

probably treated as a last instance tool for the quantitative evalua-

tion.14–16 Currently available computational power provides simu-

lations on atomic level for not more than several nanoseconds.17

Also, coupling between atomistic level and mesoscale is specific to

each system modeled and not straightforward.15,16

Stage 4: Global Properties

The global effect of the local material degradation needs to be

found. Materials containing a number of volume elements with

different properties can be treated as composites. Various meth-

ods, such as Finite Element Analysis or composites theory, for

example, Halpin,18 can be used to combine the varying proper-

ties into global engineering parameters.

MULTISCALE MODEL FOR HYDROLYTIC DEGRADATION OF
POLYAMIDE 11

This section shows how the general multiscale approach can be

applied to the case of Polyamide 11 degradation. Models operating

on different scale-levels have been chosen for their demonstrated

accuracy and ability to fit the multiscale model in a relatively

straightforward manner—avoiding major scale bridging issues.

While diffusion and structure–property models will be similar for

most polymers and can be adjusted by using different input param-

eters, the kinetic model is specific to one process in one material. In

our case it is hydrolytic chain scission in Polyamide 11.

Stage 1: Fast Saturation

In the case of PA11 exposed to water diffusion proceeds very

fast and the environmental agent can be considered uniformly

distributed within the material.19 Diffusion in polyamides is

also generally assumed to follow Fick’s law.20

Figure 2 shows the modeled relative concentration of water

with time in the centre of a 20-cm diameter PA11 element:

crel5
cðx; tÞ

c0

(9)

where c(x, t) is the concentration at time t and distance x from

the surface, c0 is the concentration at a boundary located at

position x 5 0. The diffusion coefficient of water in Polyamide

11 was found in the literature.19 To estimate water concentra-

tion the 1D-Fick’s law was used:21

cðx; tÞ5c0 efrc
x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

� �
(10)

where erfc is the complementary error function approximated

here by the first two terms of its Taylor series, 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

is the dif-

fusion length providing a measure of how far the concentration

has propagated in the x-direction by diffusion in time t.

It can be seen that after just 1 h exposure the relative concentra-

tion reaches 90%. It takes several days before complete satura-

tion of the material.

For the remaining parts of the article, it will be assumed that

diffusion of water into the PA happens very quickly compared

to the typical lifetimes of 25 years or more required in offshore

applications. The PA11 material will be seen as completely satu-

rated and Stage 1 will not be considered any further.

Stage 2: Jacques Kinetic Model

Jacques model has been chosen to evaluate the kinetics of

hydrolytic chain-scission due to its relative simplicity and con-

firmed accuracy.22 A summary of this kinetic model is given in

the following section.

The general governing reaction for PA11 hydrolysis is:22

amide 1 water ! kH

kR

acid 1 amine (11)

The reaction occurs in amorphous phase only as the crystalline

regions are considered impenetrable to water.19

The number of chain scissions (mol/kg) at time t can be

expressed as follows:

n5
1

Mn

2
1

Mn0

(12)

n5½Amide�02½Amide�5½Acid�2½Acid�05½Amine�2½Amine�0
(13)

where Mn is the number-average molar mass and the subscript

zero corresponds to the initial (virgin) state. The basic kinetic

equation can thus be written as:22

rðW Þ5 dn

dt
5kH ½Amide�½Water�2kR½Acid�½Amine�

5kHð½Amide�02nÞ½Water�2kRð½Acid�01nÞð½Amine�01nÞ
(14)

where r(W) is the rate of hydrolysis, kH, kR are the hydrolysis

and recombination reaction constants.

Jacques model uses the following simplifications:22

Figure 2. Modeled water concentration with time at distance l/2 5 10 cm

from the surface, D50 8C 5 9.91 3 1029 cm2/sec, Fickian behavior assumed.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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� The amide conversion ratio at embrittlement is very small

and can be neglected relatively to its initial concentration E0

� Conditions of the polymerization process make initial acid

concentration and initial amine concentration differ very lit-

tle and are here assumed to be equal: A0 5 B0

Experiments determined the quantities K (pseudo-rate constant)

and Mne (equilibrium molar mass) from which the basic rate

constants kR and kH can be calculated:

kR5
KMne

2
and kH 5

k

2Mne ½Amide�0½Water� (15)

The temperature dependence of the rate constants (correlations

for K and Mne) and water solubility in the polymer is given by

the Arrhenius law. Table I features all constants assumed in the

Jacques model.22

Finally an expression for Mn(t) is obtained by integrating eq.

(14) and combining the result with eq. (12):22

MnðtÞ5Mne

M21
n0 1 M21

ne 1ðM21
ne 2M21

n0 Þexpð2KtÞ
M21

n0 1 M21
ne 2ðM21

ne 2M21
n0 Þexpð2KtÞ (16)

In this article, for the aging temperature T 5 120 8C and initial

molecular weight5 Mn0 5 40.64 kg/mol, values of the rate con-

stants are as follows: kR 5 0.77 and kH 0.0017 kg/mol day.

Scale Bridging: Tg(Mn) Function

The Fox and Flory equation was used to obtain the Tg(Mn) rela-

tionship as described previously. The result of this procedure

for the studied PA11 sample (40.64 kg/mol5, Tg 5 318 K23) is

shown in Figure 3. The glass transition temperature drops by 18

K for 5 kg/mol and falls rapidly when the molecular weight

drops below about 3 kg/mol.

Stage 3: Structure–Property Relationship

The architecture of the PA11 repeat unit (as given in Figure 4)

was analyzed with eqs. (2–7) and the following values for con-

nectivity indices of PA11 were obtained to be used in the

model:9

X059:3555 (17)

XV
0 58:4793 (18)

X156:3938; (19)

XV
1 55:6612 (20)

The exact procedure of obtaining structure–property relation-

ships in the Stage 3 depends on property to be calculated. It is

described in detail for density and crystallinity in later parts of

this article and for the mechanical properties in the following

paper.6

Stage 4: Uniform Properties

In this article describing PA11, we have an even distribution of

water through the body, since the diffusion happens very

quickly. Moreover the current modeling approach assumed the

sample to be perfectly homogenous. This means properties will

be the same throughout the material and global engineering

properties do not need to be calculated. Therefore, Stage 4 will

not be considered further.

PREDICTION OF THE PA11 MORPHOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

This section contains detailed property prediction procedures

for the degree of crystallinity and density evolution. It also fea-

tures a comparison between model and experiment. An

Table I. Constants of Jacques Kinetic Model for Hydrolysis of PA11

Symbol Name Value Unit

K0 Rate constant at infinite temperature 7 3 1011 1/day

Ek K(T) sensitivity factor (“activation energy”) 97 kJ/mol

R Universal gas constant 8.31 J/kg K

Mne0 Equilibrium molecular weight at infinite temperature 2.36 kg/mol

Em Mne(T) sensitivity factor (“activation energy”) 26.46 kJ/mol

Ws0 water solubility at infinite temperature 1 mol/kg

Ew Ws(T) sensitivity factor (“activation energy”) 4 kJ/mol

E0 Initial amount of amide groups 5.46 mol/kg

Figure 3. Glass transition temperature of amorphous PA11 as a function

of molecular weight (Fox and Flory). [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 4. Molecular structure of the Polyamide 11 repeat unit. Empty ver-

tices represent ACH2 group.
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analogous section in Part 3 of this article series will consider

Young’s modulus, yield strength, embrittlement, and mechanical

equilibrium.6

Experimental results relevant for the modeling described here

were reported in detail previously.5 They are sometimes

reported with error bars to give a statistically meaningful com-

parison between model predictions and laboratory testing. The

error bars represent one standard deviation of parallel labora-

tory test results.

Input and Output Parameters

Table II lists the constituents of multiscale models applied here.

Table III shows input parameters for these constituent models,

their values to be used with PA11 property predictions along

with reference and the output parameters produced by the

model.

Input parameters can be generally divided into constants and

variables. The constants are the parameters specific for a certain

polymer system. The variables describe conditions specified by

the application. Such variables include aging conditions (hydro-

lysis temperature and time) and initial parameters of the stud-

ied sample (initial molecular weight and degree of crystallinity).

The final output includes density and degree of crystallinity as

functions of aging time as well as some intermediary parameters

as listed in Table III.

Predicting Crystallinity

Chain scissions destroy the entanglement network in the amor-

phous phase and liberate small molecular segments which dif-

fuse toward crystals surface and initiate chemicrystallisation.7

The Fayolle model predicts the degree of crystallinity during

degradation as a function of initial crystallinity, molecular

weight and entanglement molecular weight.7 To calculate

Table II. Constituent Models of the Multiscale Approach to Predicting

Density and Crystallinity

Property modeled
(multiscale approach) Constituent models

Density Jacques2

Fox and Flory2–3

Bicerano2–3 topological

Crystallinity multiscale3

Rule of mixtures3

Crystallinity Jacques2

Fox and Flory2–2

Bicerano2–2 topological

Fayolle2

Numbers indicate stage or scale bridging in which certain model was
introduced, reference in the main text.

Table III. Input and Output Parameters of the Constituent Models in the Multiscale Approach

Model Input parameters Values chosen Output parameters

Jacques -Thyd, hydrolysis temperature 120 8C—slightly above riser
working conditions23

Mn(t)—number average
molecular weight

-Mn0, initial molecular weight 40.64 kg/mol—experiment5 (part 1)

-t, hydrolysis time Independent variable

Fox and Flory - TMW
g , initial Tg for

specified molecular weight
45 8C for 40.64 kg/mol,
literature23 Tg for Mn0

Tg(Mn), glass transition
temperature

Mn(t) Jacques model

Bicerano
topological

Tg(Mn) Fox and Flory model Me, entanglement molecular
mass; Ua, density of the
amorphous phase

Connectivity X0 5 9.3555, XV
058:4793,

X1 5 6.3938, XV
055:6612

from literature9

-M, monomer mass 174.2 g/mol from literature9

-lm, monomer length 14.05 Å, self-calculated from
geometry of monomer

-T, test temperature 25 8C, room temperature assumed

Fayolle -Xc0, initial crystallinity ratio 21.7%, experiment5 (part 1) –Xc(t), degree of crystallinity

Mn0, Mn(t) Jacques model

Me Bicerano model

Rule of mixtures
(density)

- Ua, density of the
amorphous phase

0.94 g/cm3, Bicerano model –Usc(t), density of the
semicrystalline polymer

- Uc, density of the
crystalline phase

1.25 g/cm3, experiment5 (part 1)

Xc(t) Fayolle model
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crystallinity change during hydrolysis of PA11 molecular weight

was taken from Jacques model and entanglement molecular

weight was calculated from the topology of the monomer.

In the case of crystallinity prediction the topological approach

operates on the level of the previously defined fundamental

properties—essentially transforming one kinetic model—

Mn(t)—Stage 2 (as defined in Figure 1) to another kinetic

model v(t)—Stage 2b.

Calculation procedure of the degree of crystallinity is described

below with indication of succeeding steps that must be taken.

Only the first and last step belong to defined stages, while all

the intermediate steps form the transformation procedure:

� Stage 2a: Mn(t)

� Step 1. Molecular weight is obtained from Jacques kinetic model

� Horizontal transformation: topology to Me

� Step 2. Backbone rotational degrees of freedom are calcu-

lated from the number of single bonds and other structural

features of the monomer:9

NBBrot5NBBbond10:5NFRbond110:5NSFbond2 (21)

where NBbond is the number of single bonds in the back-

bone and not in a ring, NFRbond1 is the number of single

bonds in the “floppy” ring in the backbone and NSFbond2 is

the number of single bonds in the “semi-floppy” ring

which is not directly bonded to any of the rigid rings

For PA11, we get NBBrot 5 12

� Step 3. Van der Waals volume Vw (cc/mol) is calculated as

function of connectivity indices and correction terms:9

Vw52:28694 X0117:14057 XV
1 11:369231 NvdW (22)

Nmenobar 1 0; 5Nmear1 Nalamid 1 NOH 1 2Ncyanide

2 3Ncarbonate24Ncyc22; 5Nfused 1 2NC5C 1 7NSi

2 8Nð2S2Þ2 4NBr

(23)

where Nmenobar is the number of methyl groups attached

to nonaromatic atoms, Nmear is the number of methyl

groups directly attached to atoms in aromatic rings, Nalamid

is the total number of linkages between amide and similar

(e.g., urea) groups and nonaromatic atoms, NOH is the

total number of AOH groups, Ncyanide is the number of

ACBN groups, Ncarbonate is the number of (AOCOOA)

groups, Ncyc is the number of nonaromatic rings with no

double bonds along any of the edges of the ring, Nfused is

the number of rings in “fused” ring structures, NC@C is the

number of carbon–carbon double bonds excluding those

in ring structures. Nvdw 5 1 for PA11 (due to the amide

bond present in the monomer) and Vw 5 185.4 cm3/mol.

� Step 4. Entanglement molecular weight Me is calculated

from the backbone rotational degrees of freedom, mono-

mer mass, and length and connectivity indices.9

Me � 1039:711:36411 � 10223 NBBrot �M � Vw

ðl3
mÞ

: ½g=mol� (24)

where M is the monomer mass (g/mol) and lm is the

monomer length in its fully extended conformation (cm).

The monomer weight of the PA11 is equal 174.2 g/mol.

The monomer length lm can be estimated from trigonome-

try of the polymer repeat unit or if possible by means of

molecular modeling (e.g., Biosym’s Polymer 6.0).9 It has

been found to be approximately equal to 14 Å for PA11.

Finally for PA11 Me 5 2.27 kg/mol.

The expression for the entanglement molecular weight

was obtained by fitting the rubber elasticity theoretical for-

mula to group contribution data.12

� Stage 2b: vðtÞ

� Step 5. The crystallinity ratio change is calculated as a

function of initial crystallinity, molecular weight, and

entanglement molecular weight (Fayolle model):7

vðtÞ5vc01
12vc0

Mn0

Me

� �1
2

2 1

� � Mn0

MnðtÞ

� �1
2

2 1

" #
(25)

where vc0 is the- initial crystallinity ratio, Mn0 is the- ini-

tial molecular weight, Mn is the- number average molecu-

lar weight.

For our PA11 samples the initial crystallinity ratio was 21.7%

and the initial molecular weight was 40.64 kg/mol—obtained

from DSC test and viscosity measurements, respectively.5

Crystallinity Evolution

The degree of crystallinity was determined with DSC analysis for

samples aged up to 2 weeks of exposure. For longer exposure

times, crystallinity was calculated from density measurements.5

The comparison between modeled and experimental crystallinity

evolution is featured in Figure 5. The prediction is fairly accu-

rate for the DSC test and even very accurate for the density

based evaluation. It gives an ultimate level of crystallinity:

v1 � 35% (26)

if started from initial level of 21.7%. This seems to be a perfect

match with the experimental results.

Figure 5. Comparison between modeled and experimental crystallinity

evolution. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-

able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Predicting Density

The density evolution of PA11 during degradation was calcu-

lated in five steps, starting with the densities of the amorphous

and crystalline phases and crystallinity change v(t) as obtained

in the previous paragraph. The crystalline phase was assumed

impenetrable to water thus with constant properties throughout

hydrolytic degradation and its density was obtained experimen-

tally. The density of the amorphous phase was calculated from

Tg(Mn) and the topology of the monomer using Seitz formulas

for specific volume.12 The specific volume occupied by the

monomer is a structural parameter quantifying molecular pack-

ing arrangements.9

The steps of the density calculation procedure are described

below together with the stages (see Figure 1), they belong to:

� Stage 2: Mn(t) and vðtÞ

� Step 1. The molecular weight is obtained from Jacques

kinetic model, and the degree of crystallinity is taken from

the multiscale crystallinity model

� Scale bridging: Mn(t) to V(t)

� Step 2. Tg(Mn) is obtained as in Figure 3

� Step 3. The specific volume V(T) is calculated as a func-

tion of temperature, Tg(Mn), connectivity indices and cor-

rection terms with one of three procedures, depending on

test temperature T and Tg(Mn) of the material:9

For: T � Tg ðMnÞ; Tg ðMnÞ > 298K :

VðTÞ � Vð298KÞ 1:42 Tg ðMnÞ10:15T

1:42 Tg ðMnÞ144:7
(27)

V 298Kð Þ533:58596 XV
1 126:518075 NSi (28)

where NSi features the number of silicon atoms in the

monomer. NSi is an atomic correction term, which are

sometimes used to improve accuracy of correlations and

has been found to correlate in general case with V (298

K).9 However, it is irrelevant for PA11, which does not

contain any silicon atoms.

For : T > Tg ðMnÞ; Tg ðMnÞ > 298K :

VðTÞ � V 298Kð Þ
1:57 Tg Mnð Þ10:3 T2Tg Mnð Þ

	 

1:42 Tg Mnð Þ144:7

(29)

For : T > Tg ðMnÞ; Tg ðMnÞ � 298K :

VðTÞ � Vð298KÞ ½1 1 ar 298Kð ÞðT2298Þ� (30)

where ar (298 K) is the coefficient of thermal expansion at

room temperature:

ar 298Kð Þ � 1

29814:23 Tg ðMnÞ;
(31)

For the minor case of T � Tg ðMnÞ; Tg ðMnÞ � 298K

there are no correlations with proven accuracy.9

The expressions for the specific volume were obtained

from thermodynamic considerations.9 For mechanical

properties below the glass transition temperature the

entropy was assumed to be constant, while above the glass

transition temperature the material was assumed to behave

as a rubber with a mostly entropic mechanical process.12

Therefore, different expressions for V(T) were obtained for

glassy and rubbery polymers. Room temperature T 5 298

K does not have any specific physical meaning with regard

to properties; rather it is merely used as a reference tem-

perature in the model.9 The specific volume at a specified

temperature was modeled as an extrapolation from the val-

ues of V(Tg) and V(298 K).12 For Tg(Mn)� 298 K the

interval between the two temperatures lies in the rubbery

region. This forces inclusion of the two different coeffi-

cients of thermal expansion to cover the entire spectrum

between the room temperature and 0 K. Therefore differ-

ent expressions must be used in this case to calculate spe-

cific volume as well as density and mechanical properties

depending on it.9

� Stage 3: U(t)

� Step 4. The density of the amorphous phase is calculated

as a function of monomer weight and specific volume,

crystalline density is taken as an input5

ua5
M

V ðTÞ
uc 51:25 g=cm3; constant

(32)

The monomer weight of the PA11 is equal 174.2 g/mol.

� Step 5. Densities of the two phases and crystallinity evolu-

tion are combined to obtain density evolution

uðtÞ5 uc � vðtÞ1 ua ð12 vðtÞÞ (33)

Density Evolution

Figure 6 shows modeled and measured density over the course

of degradation. Experimental and modeled values tend to be

very similar with a difference of about 1–2% for all aging times.

The difference between modeled and experimental trend at

shorter times can be explained by the effect of plasticizers. Plas-

ticizers are present in new materials. When the PA11 is placed

in water, the plasticizer gets leached out and is replaced by

water.5 This plasticizer–water interaction is rather complex and

it is not accounted for in this model. After about 2 weeks the

plasticizer extraction reached a plateau5 and the model describes

well the density change due to hydrolysis only. From that point

onward density change nearly perfectly matches experimental

results: the total density changes are controlled by the hydrolysis

induced crystallinity increase, since the amorphous phase den-

sity hardly differs with aging time. Ideally, the testing should be

repeated with non-plasticized material to clearly identify the

effect of the plasticizer on the property changes.

DISCUSSION

The model proposed here for the prediction of morphological

parameters is not only accurate but also particularly simple to

use due to the analytic form of its expressions. Therefore, it can

be easily programmed in languages such as MATLAB, calculated
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in Excel spreadsheets or even typed into a handheld calculator.9

The predictive power of the model was demonstrated here in

the case of PA11 hydrolytic degradation. The model can be

applied to any other polymer providing that input parameters

for diffusion and structure property models are known and a

kinetic model for the specific chemical process in the specific

material can be found. The latter somewhat limits the generality

of the proposed approach. However, in practice, the kinetic

models providing Mn(t) as an output have been developed

whenever it was required by industry.24 Consequently such

models exist for a wide range of practically important chain-

scission processes in different materials.

Input parameters for the morphology evolution predictions can

be obtained relatively easy. Data required for structure–property

relationship of the amorphous phase (connectivity, mass, and

length of the polymer repeat unit) can be directly calculated

from the structure of the monomer. The density of the crystal-

line phase Uc and the glass transition temperature Tg are also

material constants and can be found in the literature for many

polymers.9,23 Sample-dependent parameters such as initial

molecular weight Mn0 and initial degree of crystallinity vc0 may

also, in the first approach, be taken from the literature for a

“typical sample” or ideally be obtained experimentally for the

studied specimen. This can be done with viscometric19 and

spectrometric25 measurements for Mn0 or by XRD,26 DSC,5,7

FTIR,7 and density5,26 tests for. vc0. Among the mentioned

parameters initial crystallinity appears to be the most difficult

to find in the literature and may be available with good accu-

racy only for common polymers.

The proposed multiscale model allows obtaining property pre-

dictions based on the actual structure of the polymer and is

therefore a step forward compared to simple and completely

empirical extrapolation of the experimental tests results used

today. This model is based on molecular processes although it is

still a semiempirical approach, which relies heavily on correla-

tions9,12 to obtain properties in the amorphous phase. It is thus

unable to provide any insights into actual mechanisms of the

property emergence from a certain structure in the microscale.

The model can however bring some insights into mechanisms

in larger scales as will be discussed in the Part 3 of this study.6

Another limitation of the model is its conceptual simplicity. It

considers only the most fundamental effects and in the case of

morphology predictions provides only the degree of crystallinity

ignoring parameters like crystallite size, shape, and orientation.

For the calculation of both the density and crystallinity only

average molecular mass is used and its distribution is neglected.

It should be possible to develop the model further and address

these effects in more detail. However, the good agreement with

experiments shows that the simple approach taken here is suffi-

ciently accurate for PA11.

The model does not include the effect of depleting plasticizer

and therefore could not show this effect as observed during the

first 2 weeks of aging for PA11. This is not seen as a severe limi-

tation, because we are mostly interested in long-term predic-

tions. However, when comparing density experimental data with

the model, it is important to realize that results may deviate

due to the effects of plasticizers. This is not a problem for crys-

tallinity predictions as additive is not expected to have funda-

mental effect on the chemicrystalization process.

Generally the model should be understood as a practical tool

aiding engineers with fast and accurate predictions of the mor-

phology. The morphology predictions can be used further to

predict global mechanical properties, such as Young�s modulus

and strength, as will be shown in Part 3 of this paper series.6

This extension will provide some insight how the micromechan-

isms effect macroscopic properties of the semicrystalline

polymer.

CONCLUSIONS

A general multiscale methodology for property predictions

under aging is presented. Multiscale modeling results for the

morphological properties of PA11 are compared with aging tests

performed in water at 120 8C. A very good match between

model and experiment is obtained for both the density and

degree of crystallinity.

The model is easy to use, using simple semiempirical formulas,

once the fundamental input parameters are obtained. The fun-

damental parameters can be found for most common polymers

in the literature.

The effect of depletion of plasticizer and low molecular weight

components is not modeled and needs to be evaluated sepa-

rately. This effect is however irrelevant for crystallinity predic-

tions and in the case of PA11 density may only be important in

the first 2 weeks of exposure.

The successful prediction of PA11’s structural parameters during

degradation opens the possibility to predict engineering

mechanical properties. An extension of the multiscale model

will be presented in the succeeding paper (Part 3). The model

provides a faster and less labor extensive engineering alternative

to accelerated aging tests.
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